Chair Specification
The WFA have identified 3 “categories” of Powerchairs for use in competitions in England:
1. Medical wheelchairs (usually used by grassroots players at beginner level, but can be used
by players with more complex needs at all levels).
2. Medical wheelchairs modified to play Powerchair Football.
3. Custom built sports chairs for the sole purpose of playing Powerchair football.
All three categories of chair have been passed for use in the National League. Regional
leagues will decide on an individual basis which chairs are to be used based on the level of
competition.
Chair Dimensions and the ‘The Box’
•

The overall dimensions of the chair base (including attachment, seating and any side
protection) shall not exceed 1400mm in length and 825mm in width. This will include
any anti-tip wheels. No part of the chair, seat or player should exceed the
dimensions set above. This includes any essential equipment the player needs in
order to participate, e.g. oxygen cylinders, voice equipment and additional
restraints. The WFA has the right to review any special cases and agree exceptions to
ensure players’ safety or specific needs.

Overhang
•

No part of the chair, seat, headrest or player should overhang the front and rear of
the chair base. This is to avoid injury to the players from a player reversing into
another player. This excludes the back wheels on a mid wheel drive chair and anti
tip wheels that may stick out beyond the back of the chair. If a player was to
reverse into another player or the wall, the base of the chair should be the first thing
to make contact and not a players backrest or headrest. See diagrams 1 and 2.

Playing Attachments
•

The player should be using a bumper or guard that has passed the WFA testing
process and as supplied by the manufacturer. It should also be securely attached to
the chair. The Strike Force guard by Power Soccer Shop can only be used on the
Strike Force Powerchair and no other chair.

•

Guards currently tested and passed for use are; strike force guard, the striker (with
rubber), predator and the Invacare cage bumper.

•

The front bumper/guard on all chairs should have a clear definition of where it starts
and ends. Where the bumper and side guard are continuous the front bumper length

is to be set at 330mm (13 inches) when measured from the front of the chair (see
diagram 3). This will only currently apply to strike force chairs where there should be
a clear definition between the front bumper and side of the chair. For example the
bumper painted a contrasting colour to the side guards. An alternative to this is to
cover the side of the chair in brightly coloured tape, leaving the bumper as black.
Please note a simple strip of tape or paint at this distance is not considered a clear
definition. This is to mainly aid referees, as bumper to bumper contact is different to
a player making contact with the side of chair when determining fouls.
The Rest of the Chair – nothing’s changed!
•

Side guards are compulsory for all players playing in WFA sanctioned competitions to
ensure the ball doesn’t get trapped. These should be positioned between the front
and back wheels.

•

Ensure that nothing on the chair protrudes so that it can cause injury. An example of
this maybe a headrest bar that extends out, which could cause injury when
reversing. Any excess bars need to be removed, as well as ensuring there are no
sharp edges or fragments if cutting has took place.

•

A seatbelt must be worn by all players when playing in WFA sanctioned
competitions. A harness can also be worn in addition to a lap belt.

•

No part of a chair should be able to trap or hold the ball, ride over the ball or
become wedged near the front wheels.

•

Ensure that nothing on the chairs can become entangled with another chair when
playing, i.e. seatbelts, wires, cables.

•

Clubs and players are reminded that any modifications to the electrics must be
carried out correctly and safely and are done at your own risk. We shall not be
imposing a ban on this as we currently have limited methods of regulation. The
technical committee shall monitor, gather data and information on modifications
before we can regulate and impose future rules.

•

General guidance notes: Is the player controlling their chair ok? Referees have the
right to turn the speed down on a players chair if they are deemed not to be safe
and in control. Do they look comfortable and secure in the chair? Does the player
have a headrest?

Diagram 1: Rear wheel drive chair (Storm, Strike Force etc)

Diagram 2: Mid wheel drive chair (TDX etc)

Diagram 3: Bumper markings on Strike Force chair

